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Services for graduate students

INFORMATION

Ask a Librarian service (in person, by phone, on chat)

Your philosophy librarian: Éthel Gamache

Philosophy research guide

GETTING DOCUMENTS (BOOKS, EBOOKS, PEER-REVIEWED ARTICLES, ACADEMIC JOURNALS, THESSES, DOCUMENTARIES, PLAYS, MOVIES, MUSIC..)

Library catalogue
Discovery Search

Databases in philosophy
Finding theses

Borrowing and renewing
Inter-Campus & Article Delivery

BCI card (to borrow directly from other universities)
Interlibrary loans (Colombo)

Éthel Gamache
Philosophy librarian
ethel.gamache@concordia.ca
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MANAGING BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES

RefWorks
Write-N-Cite

ACCESS

Access - Connect using Concordia VPN

PUBLISH

Spectrum: Concordia’s Research Repository

Dissertation room, LB, 5th floor – Bring your student card to get in!